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Allissa
I’m 22 I want
to make
thousands live
in a nice house
have a nice car
and never

worry about
anything I just
want to be
able to take
care ofmy kids
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Amy
Annalise

I'm Amy annalise a
staged name.

I like to model and
achieve new things
Including being
published it's a memory

deserved.

Photographers Credits:
Photophilljk and 1
outdoor image lay on
the beach credit is
silkscarf photography.
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Brandi
Cook

It’s February, which is Brandi
Cook’s birthday month! This
Aquarius loves birthday’s and
enjoys getting spoiled within her
birthday month. Not only that, but
this is the month known for
celebrating love and relationships
with Valentine’s Day. In true form
Brandi is celebrating in her
birthday suit with body tape art of
Estragros De Gante on a beach off
the Sunshine Skyway bridge
between Tampa and St. Petersburg
in front of the lens of the talented
photographer Franco Ortiz Figg.
Brandi enjoys modeling for
drawing courses and body art. She
favors body painting because the
artist can really express their
individual vision.

Other than modeling, Brandi has a
wide range of skills which she
would love to share and break into
amore performing role. Brandi is a
talented horseback rider and has
some training in trick riding. You
can see her in one of the pictures
with the horse Bella. Brandi is
always looking forward to making
more friends in connection to
horses. It has been difficult for her
to get those connections while in
the city.

Brandi hopes that this article will
encourage being sought out for
performance arts including
dancing, runway modeling, baton
twirling, twirling fire with her
double batons and palm fire toys,
twirling LED buugeng/s-staff, and
break into aerial art skills on silks
and rings, as well as acrobatic
yoga. We hope for the best
Valentine and Birthday wishes for
Brandi and she sends her positive
energy and her LOVE to you all!
XOXO!

Photographers Credits: Franco
Ortiz Figg Photography
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I've been very blessed and
I’ve accomplished pretty
much everything I’ve set out
to. One thing, however, is to
obtain my degree. I have
one last class that I’m taking
this fall semester.

Photographers Credits:
@the_digital_capture

Caramel
Starr
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To become a successful
published model Georgia
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Georgia
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Georgia
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Georgia
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Holly
Ward

I’m a 39 year old fitness
enthusiast and athlete
my sports are martial
arts, kickboxing,
Japanese style jujitsu,
and I’m a national gold
level equestrian in
dressage. I’m a proud
Indigenous local here in
Ottawa, and I work as a
medical aesthetician at
Ever Radiant. I’m
passionate about art,

music, and modelling
not only in front of the
camera but behind the
scenes as well.

Photographer : Devon
Veillette Photography

IG@devonv__

MUA/H StyleSquad

IG StyleSquad2
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Skylar
Blue
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I have always
struggled with my
body image, it’s part
of the reason I got
into modelling.
Modelling has
helped me feel so
much more

comfortable in my
skin, I want to help
others feel more
comfortable in their
skin too.

P h o t o g r a p h e r s
Credits: John Duder

Skylar
Blue
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Tasha
MarieHolmes
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My dreams is to one day reach
super model status like my fierce
idol of all time, Tyra Banks.My goals
are to bringmy "inner Sasha Fierce"
out more and own every
photoshoots Imay have lined up for
me In 2022 or the near future. My
Achievements so far, I'm now a
multi-published model in multiple
magazines and working with an
awesome company. The only
challenges right now that I am
facing is getting any new content
made and finding a good
photographer to work with to make
some magical uniqueness
with...that's the only thing besides
traveling that is a challenge for me.

Tasha
MarieHolmes
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